on the Road to Healing:

A booklet for men against sexism.
FEMINISTS LONG FOR MEN TO HEAL... WE DREAM OF A WORLD FULL OF MEN WHO COULD BE PASSIONATE LOVERS, GROUNDED IN THEIR OWN BODIES, CAPABLE OF PROFOUND LOVES AND DEEP SORROWS, STRONG ALLIES OF WOMEN, SENSITIVE NURTURES, FEARLESS DEFENDERS OF ALL PEOPLE’S LIBERATION, UNBOUND BY STIFLING CONVENTION YET RESPECTFUL OF THEIR OWN AND OTHERS’ BOUNDARIES, SERIOUS WITHOUT BEING HUMORLESS, STABLE WITHOUT BEING STUPID, DISCIPLINED WITHOUT BEING RIGID, SWEET WITHOUT BEING SPINELESS, PROUD WITHOUT BEING INSUFFERABLY EGOTISTICAL, FIERCE WITHOUT BEING VIOLENT, WILD WITHOUT BEING WELL, ASSHOLES.

STARHAWK

from her essay "A Men’s Movement I Could Trust"

HEY BROTHER

How does it feel to stand alone
next to so many others?
How does it feel to stand up tall,
when you’re breaking down inside?

“How does it feel to be the one
who let’s yourself down?
How does it feel,”
the sorrow?

I heard a cry one night
I thought it came from far away.
I heard a cry one night
It came from deep inside myself.
I tried to make it seem like everything was all right.
I pretend I’m all right when I’m hurting deep inside.

What would it feel like if we let go of all the pain we feel?
What would it feel like to cry again?
If I need support from someone, I want to come to you.
Can we try to feel love again?

HEY BROTHER,
can you tell me where the pain is?
’Cause I want to be there in finding it.
HEY BROTHER
’Cause you feel when you don’t say a thing?
’Cause I’m dying to know if you feel what I feel.

(A SONG) BY BASIL HILLAS.
Afterward

I've been working on this zine since March 1998 and it is now January 1999. For a while I was struggling with how much I should edit the individual works and the entire content of this zine, thus transforming this zine into the beginning works of a book. I finally decided to leave a lot of it how it is and to print it as such, because that is the true elements of writing a zine—unpolished with the attempt to instigate dialogue.

With that in mind, I present to you this booklet. I hope that it transforms your life as it has with mine.

Before closing I want to take time here to thank all the contributors, editors, and general supporters of this project because without you it would not look as it does or be printed at all.

With dedication,
basil elias.

In memory of

PLANTING SEEDS PRESS
POST OFFICE BOX 13968
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78714
USA
basiel@usenet

Let’s work to what we can do, as men to challenge sexism and power in our lives and communities. The term “men’s work” was initially used to encourage men from certain kinds of work many people we know also as constructions of a company, etc. Also, many people in this society consider challenging sexism and power to women’s work. However, we are asserting here that the awareness of sexism and the work of white people, challenging sexism and promoting healthy lives is not only the job of women. It is men’s work.

This chapter will help us to think about our experiences and questions.

Getting to know yourself is an important step in healing yourself and the world. A public event may be “If you don’t know yourself, then you’re nothing.” These questions are a beginning toward self-awareness. If you take the time to answer these questions, then I commend you for your dedication to the process of self-awareness and self-love.

Finally, the reader is encouraged to learn to more information related to many topics covered in this zine. Take what you learn from here and apply it to those who are in more need of knowledge and a greater understanding.

A note before I end this introduction. One chapter that was not included is extremely relevant to the political repression of British and South African violence. I suggest you read many of the books in the reference list to further research this topic. This zine would not be written if I had not learned about sexism and sexual violence effects on people in my life.

Thank you for reading this zine. If you have any comments, please feel free to write.

WITH LOVE
PAUL ELIAS
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"All the time I was growing up, I knew that there was something really problematic in my relationship to manhood. Inside, deep inside, I never believed I was fully male. I never believed I was growing up enough of a man. I believed that someplace out there, in other men, there was something that was genuine authentic all-American manhood—the real stuff, but I didn’t have it; not enough of it to convince me anyway, even if I managed to be fairly convincing to those around me. I felt like an impostor, like a fake. I agonized a lot about not feeling male enough, and I had no idea then how much I was not alone.

Then I read those words—those words that suggested to me for the first time that the notion of manhood is a cultural delusion, a bowel bliss, a false front, a house of cards. It’s not true. The category I was trying so desperately to belong to, to be a member of in good standing—it doesn’t exist. Poof! Now you see it, now you don’t. Now you’re terrified your not really part of it; now you’re free, you don’t have to worry anymore. However removed you feel inside from “authentic manhood”, it doesn’t matter. What matters is the center inside of yourself and how you live, and how you treat people, and what you can contribute as you pass through life on this earth, and how honestly you love, and how carefully you make choices. Those are the things that really matter. Not whether you’re a real man. There’s no such thing.”

—John Stoltenberg
When I went to high school, I noticed something about how the boys/girls or men/women related to each other. There was a predetermined ideal. This ideal was the tough-guy/quarterback/overly-scholaristic dude, couples with the dinky/non-assertive/"beautiful" (anorexic/bulimic) girl. They win the homecoming/king/queen positions which proves they are superior to everyone else.

I was most pleased to have the handful of punks at Berkeley High to take me in. I thought we were so superior to the rest of the kids because we ignored football, homecoming, prom, etc.

Later on, a thing called the Gilman Street Project started happening. We punks had a place to socialize all of a sudden (besides the street that is). I didn’t notice how quickly we started imitating their (the jocks’) behavior. I guess I didn’t notice (or want to notice) because I got special privileges out of the equation.

So, in our scene, instead of having quarterbacks, we have singers. Instead of “beautiful” (anorexic/bulimic) women in expensive clothes, we have “beautiful” (anorexic/bulimic) women in ripped clothes and funny colored hair. Since I played quarterback, er... I mean since I

**IT’S GOOD TO BE THE KING!**
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Talking About Our Lives: A conversation on Socialization and Manhood

The three of us had this conversation one day to try and document our thoughts about socialization and manhood. Because of the conversation format some of what we say is a little scattered, so bear with us. Be Bambii, MC = Matthew Campbell, and MM = Matthew Mullinnix.

B: Let’s start by talking about different gendered stereotypes that we learned while growing up.

MC: The first image I think of is a picture of Paul Bunyan—this huge lumberjack guy, and Babe, his cat ox. I picture them in the woods being isolated, alone and self-sufficient. He doesn’t need anything and just takes care of himself.

MM: He’s like the ox and the ox is part of him.

B: That’s interesting. In the same sense, I was watching Bambii recently and the male deer is exactly like that. He’s secluded & doesn’t seem to need anyone. Everyone in the forest seems to live on this one level and the male deer is pictured on a ledge looking over everyone else. He’s pictured as the strong silent male. It’s so different from Bambii’s mother, who’s nurturing, helpful and encouraging. When Bambii’s mother dies, the male deer takes him in. In the end of the movie both Bambi and the other male deer are standing on this ledge together, looking over everyone. They look really strong and silent standing on the ledge. The movie also shows this weird passage into malehood. It was disturbing for me to watch.

MC: What does Bambii do with the pain of his mother dying?

B: Hardly anything. Bambii and his mom were in a field when the hares came, so they started running to their home. Bambi made it and was all excited being like "mom, we made it" but then realized that his mom didn’t make it. Then they showed this big rainstorm, which I guess was supposed to represent the crying, and the next scene was this sunny day, with happy music, like there was nothing wrong. Sometime in the rainstorm scene the male deer finds Bambi and takes him away. But the rain scene was so short. I didn’t have time to process my own emotions about his mom dying. There was no mention about Bambii’s mother after that either.

MC: There are definitely things that I’ve learned as proper roles or behaviors for what makes a man. I remember talking before on a panel about how I idolized Mr. Spock on Star Trek because he was so rational, intelligent and smart. He was a paradox too because he’s not tough. Well, he is in
Starting at a really young age, I felt alienated from a lot of people around me. I can remember feeling like this at ages six and seven. When I was six and seven I wasn’t saying “I’m feeling alienated” I was thinking more along the lines of what’s wrong with me. I was trying to impress all the people around me. When I was in second grade I remember my cousin and one of my close friends sitting there and telling me everything that was wrong with me. They would tell me all the things that I needed to do better to be their friend. I always felt like I didn’t know enough or like I wasn’t cool enough. Even when I got older, I felt like something was missing in my life. When I was in high school I felt like everybody in the school knew something that I didn’t and that they all knew the same thing. This might not have been true but I felt alienated and thought everyone knew something that I was missing out on. I guess I can trace this feeling throughout a lot of my life.

MC: When you talk about alienation, I think about high school, and even earlier. I felt totally different than the other kids. For me, this feeling of not having something everyone else had came from all the images that I’d seen of different men, like my father, men in the media, men I would see at educators or leaders in the community, and guys that had just got things done. They were strong and tough. I remember when my grandfather died—my dad’s dad—my mom was crying, and my dad was like “it’s time to move on.” He didn’t even shed a tear. I was given the idea that men are tough and not emotional. I had no idea that these were roles that were assigned to us. I just figured that men were inherently competent and didn’t let things get to them. That this was part of their nature. As a little kid I knew that I wasn’t like that. I remember getting in trouble on the playground because I was out of line, and I started crying. The other kids on the playground didn’t do that when they got in trouble, they just took it and got angry. So I felt really different because the whole time I was growing up, I knew that I was really sensitive.

paradox too because he’s not tough. Well, he is in his own way, but he’s not tough in a physical sense. Those are some of the ideal characteristics of a man. At times some of these behaviors really haven’t helped me at all and have been really hurtful to me. Just like with everybody I’ve had my struggles in life, and I understand some ways I need to deal with these struggles now, but the roles I was taught as a man really go against and hinder my ability to heal and become a fuller person. For example, as I was growing up, I don’t remember ever talking about my insecurities or fears and I never talked about any kind of pain or feeling hurt, but I remember feeling a lot of that. Instead, I kept that all inside. I ended up drinking; doing drugs and anything else that could keep those feelings inside. That’s one of the biggest things of being taught what a man is.

B: My dad’s favorite TV characters were John Wayne and Rambo. His favorite things to watch on TV were war and violence. He liked disconnected violence where you never see the repercussions. This violence and these TV characters were the role models of a man I looked up to. This affected me in so many ways. One of the ways it affected me was that I didn’t feel like I fit in because I wasn’t totally into that violence and also I wasn’t anything like the man on TV or in many of the images around me.

Actually, when I was growing up I remember feeling like I didn’t fit in all the time.
Have you ever acted in a way that is out of character for you in order to fit in with a person of another culture? If yes, why? How did it make you feel? If you know this person still, please ask them how it made them feel.

Are you comfortable with talking about your masculinity with men of other cultures? Why or why not?

Questions on Racism

What is racism? Who can be racist? Are you racist? Why, or why not?

Questions on Class

What is your class background? How does this effect how you were taught to "be a man"?

Questions on Manhood

Define manhood? How did you come up with this definition? Are you happy with this definition? If yes, why? If no, what would you like to change about the definition of manhood?

What makes you proud to be a man?

Is there anything you would like to change about yourself? If yes, what?

Is there anything you would like to change about how society portrays men? If yes, what?

Questions on questions

What did we leave out here that is vital in your life?

I never felt like I lived up to that idea as a man. I felt totally less than, like a "wimp," or a "pussy."

MM: I can see my alienation in a whole bunch of different places. I wonder if it's just the three of us who are weird in school, or if everyone is like that. There was definitely a crowd of kids who were the "cool kids" at school that I was not allowed to hang out with. The one time I had a chance to hang out with them they told me I had to punch on my friend. So I willingly went over there and punched him in the middle of class. I hung out with them for three days before Chris Parsons was like "who is this fuckin' pussy? That's always hanging out with us. I'm really getting tired of his ass." Well, nobody stood up for me, even though I could tell some of them liked me. But he was one of the ring leaders, one of the coolest kids. So, that was that. They would always chase me around, and call me "pussy," and I was constantly trying to be as cool as them. A lot of their cool had to do with how unemotional they were. What is being cool? Just the word alone... cool, or hot-tempered, calm, cool and collected.

MC: You are in control.

MM: Yeah, for real. That's those boys.

MC: A few years ago I thought that if I could be stronger physically, be more athletic or learn how to fix cars, then I would be okay and feel like I fit in. This didn't work because I was hurting people by the way I was acting.

MM: I remember when I worked at a brokerage place with my dad and about 130 stockbrokers. They were all totally macho and always screaming over the phones, trying to seem people in to buying shit from them. Every time they shook your hand it was a contest of who could crush whose hand. Often I would hear women say, "if he doesn't have a firm handshake then he's flabby. So, I was always trying to shake hands really hard until I was in Virginia with this guy from Jamaica. I was painting his house and he came out and introduced himself. When we shook hands I tried to crush his hand and he was like "so, why do you do that?" I was like "what do you mean?" because I thought he was talking about shaking hands and I was really confused. He was like "why do you try to crush my hand?" and then started talking about how people in different cultures shake hands differently. He told me that they don't crush each other's hands where he's from and how it's just for touching hands. It totally threw me for a loop. So every time I shake somebody's hand now, I try to be as limp as possible.

R: For me, one way my dad tried to make me "act like a man" was with handshakes. When we would shake hands he would squeeze really hard, and I was expected to squeeze hard to. This was a test of manhood and I wouldn't play sometimes because I didn't feel like I could live up to the expectations.

I knew I wasn't strong enough to beat my dad, and I didn't want to try. This carried out in other ways too. Sometimes when I would get into fights, I would just give up because I knew I wouldn't win. I didn't feel like I had what it took to pass those tests. At the same time I started to give up more in fights and other "men's games," I became really uninvolved and thought that I was just fucked up.

This was also the time I started drinking and doing...
MC: I did the exact same thing. When I was 15, I didn't have any options. I felt like I was in a cage. I became introverted and felt like I was fucked up, wasn't worth anything and not "man enough." I felt like I wasn't coordinated or competent enough. I felt like I was in a cage of what I could do. I started drinking to deal with my feelings. Drinking and smoking were ways I could control how I felt instead of just letting it be.

MM: You can totally calculate drugs. You know how many beers it takes you to get drunk, or you know how long the trip is going to last.

B: Or if you don't know how many beers it takes, you drink way too much. You know how many beers won't get you drunk and you drink 10 times more than that because then you know you'll be too fucked up to think.

MM: Do you think doing drugs actually feels like emotions sometimes? When I get emo it feels really weird. Especially when I get upset or when I have a lot of one emotion. I kind of wonder if doing drugs often feels the same way, but it's a lot more acceptable to get all fucked up.

B: I think that there's a difference though because when you're feeling really weird when you're not doing drugs it's not something that's taking you away from your emotions because it is your emotions. When you do drugs, it's replacing this feeling of your emotions and you just feel weird. I guess doing drugs can be easier because you don't have to deal with hardships in your life either.

MC: What was it like before you started doing a lot of drugs?

B: Before I became really introverted and turned to drugs, I got into lots of fights, all the time, trying to assert my manhood— even though I never called it that. When people around me would taunt me, and I would feel really frustrated and agitated. Sometimes, if I was still being taunted, I would curl up my tongue, make fists, turn pale and go into a sort of attack mode where I would lose all sense of what was going on and jump at whoever was taunting me. Since I was a lot smaller than most people around me, I would lose. They would taunt me in the beginning and whoever would taunt me when I got frustrated. I didn't have any skills to deal with that. I would fight and they would beat me up. I got more and more aggressive. Instead of fight, lose, and stop fighting, I would fight, lose, and fight some more. I felt like I had to prove something. Then my parents bought me a BB gun when I was in third grade and I would chase my brother out of the house with my BB gun. I used to take kitchen knives and throw them at my brother. I was 10 years old. This is how I knew how to deal with the intense aggression that I felt, I felt so many different things and the way I took it out was really aggressive. I still feel that way. When I get really overwhelmed, I have a hard time being patient. I have a hard time seeing the fun and irony and enduring qualities in things. I get really frustrated. But before where I would get...

How do you feel about violence?

What are some experiences in your life where violence was present? What were they? How did you feel?

Did you watch movies or TV with a lot of violence in them? Which programs? How did it feel to watch them?

How does violence manifest in your present relationships?

Question or Images of Men

List 5 characteristics portrayed in the media as sexy in men. In women.

List 5 characteristics portrayed in the media as strong in men. In women.

List 5 characteristics that you consider sexy in men. In women.

List 5 characteristics that you consider strong in men. In women.

Which of these characteristics match up?

What are 5 things you look up to in men? In women? Why?

Questions on Intimacy

Define trust. How can you tell somebody is trustworthy? Is there one type of people you generally consider trustworthy?

What are 5 of your ideal characteristics of being in a relationship?

Are you able to be intimate with other men? If no, why not? If you, how does it feel?

Do you feel closer with your male or female friends? Why?

Do you get attracted to the same type of partner over and over again? If yes, what are the similar characteristics? Why do you think this is?

What do you believe that the women in your life understand the least about you? What about the men in your life?

Questions on Race

What is your ethnic or cultural background?

How did growing up with this background affect your views on masculinity?

What are "traditional" masculine stereotypes often associated with the culture you were raised in? How have these stereotypes limited you? How have they encouraged you?

What are some stereotypes of masculinity you've heard about other cultures? Which of these stereotypes do you believe? Why? Have you ever seen signs of other cultures not fit the stereotypes you've believed about them? What did this do for your ideas about these stereotypes?
Questions on Love

Define love? Name 2 people that you love. How do you know you’re in love?
Can you “fall out of love” / how do you know you’re falling out of love?
Do you feel loved by other men? Is this love different than the love you feel from women? If yes, how so?

Questions on Sexism

What is sexism? Who can be sexism? Are you sexist? Why, or why not?
Is sexism the same for queer people? If yes, how? Why or why not?
How does sexism tie in with other forms of oppression (like racism, classism, ableism, sizeism, etc.)?

Questions on Emotions

Do you talk about your emotions?
Do you have trouble expressing your emotions?
What ways do you express your emotions? (ie. talk, do art, etc.)
When you get angry, what physical sensations do you feel?
Have you ever taken your anger out on someone else?
How? When? What happened?
What are some skills you can use when you get angry to feel your emotions and not hurt others in the process?

Questions on Power

Define power. What is one of your earliest memories of feeling power? Who are some powerful people in your life?

Questions on Violence

Define violence.

really aggressive now I get more passive.

MM: I didn’t have the options of having emotions when I was living with my parents. The one time that I actually cried, they thought I was going insane. I felt like it too, I was having a fight with them because I was defending my queer boy and my mom was totally anti-queer. I got so much ammunition for this fight beforehand. I went to the queer resource center and got all this information on churches, why they have problems with gays and why this doesn’t make sense. I had all the right to present. I started fighting with my mom and my dad came in and started fighting with me. My dad was shining me up against the wall in the laundry room, which is a very small space, and my mom was just standing there while I was getting beat down in the laundry. Then I started panicking, freaking out, and yelling. My dad came at me, did a huge bear hug on me and I couldn’t move. I had no control of the conversation over my emotions or over my body. My mom finally came to my rescue screaming “you need to let him go.” After I left, my dad said, “he needs to be in an institution.” They thought I was totally fucked up because I was having emotions and freaking out.

MC: They’re doing all this fucked up shit but saying that you need help and you’re the problem. That’s so fucked up.

MM: In the past week, I’ve been crying so much because I’ve been dealing with a lot of my emotions in relation to being sexually abused. Every time I start crying I feel like there is something wrong with me. I feel like I’m a mess, and shouldn’t be this fucked up. When I think about it now, I know that people should be healthy crises, but whenever I cry I feel so bad.

MC: I know when I used to get angry, sad or whatever I would usually take it out on my environment, I would break something to show that I was upset rather than cry. Either I would break something or do something else physical or tangible as a result of the emotion, like cutting my arm, dragging my knuckle on a brick or throw something through a window.

B: How old were you when you could remember expressing your emotions in an aggressive way?

MM: I have a hard time with ages, but I was probably in elementary school when I threw something through my window for the first time. I got grounded for something else or another. I was always getting in trouble. I got sent to my room and was upset that I couldn’t go play with my friends. I was mad that I got sent to my room again so I picked up a big chunk of clay and threw it through my window. I didn’t really mean to do it, I just did it.

MC: I never really expressed anger in such a clear or overt way. I would get back at people in real subtle ways. I did really passive aggressive types of things—simple things that are really disparities to people like breaking appointments and not doing things that they would want me to because they would want me to.

MC: What are good skills to deal with that?

B: When I was growing up I learned a lot of skills about how to deal with my life. I feel like I need to get some more perspective on why I did what I did. Why did I sexually assault my first girlfriend? Why did I curl up in frustration and attack when I was taught. These questions are important to me now in thinking about where I am. I’m reorganizing my life and learning about this. I was raised with some context of manhood, with images of Tomboy and John Wayne, tighter handshakes and aggressive tough-boi-G.I. Joe shit. Now I’m looking at it and saying “that’s not what I want.” It’s a decision to make, and I’m redefining what it means to be a man by admitting that some of the skills I was raised with are not skills I don’t need.
MM: See, I can’t even do that first part. When I get a rush of emotions, that’s all that it is. The thing that comes out is “I don’t know what I’m feeling”. I have a really hard time figuring out what emotion I’m feeling.

MC: That’s definitely a positive step from acting instantly with aggressive or violence. It’s a big step to be able to acknowledge your emotions. I always hear that anger is usually the second emotion and that there is always a root that goes before anger. A lot of time that root is hurt, fear, insecurity or other feelings. This is where I’m at, I’m trying to identify those feelings. To acknowledge “I’m feeling hurt now so I’m just going to sit and feel this hurt and talk about this hurt.” That’s really hard to do because it’s not pleasant. With anger I feel more powerful and like I have more control over what’s going on, but that power and control is just an illusion.

MM: I remember wanting to control my environment and everybody around me. Part of this had to do with sexual abuse that I went through from my dad. I always felt like I was under his control and had to be in control of my emotions on some level or another. You can see how I would have to do whatever I had to do to make sure that what I was feeling was manageable.

Another control issue was the way that I always used to communicate with my mom. My mom moved out after a while and it was my two sisters my mom and me. There were three girls and a boy in the house and I really wanted to feel like I was in control, so I would use logic all the time. My mom would say that I couldn’t get out and I would ask “why not?” And break it down rigthly. The root of this feeling is she didn’t want me to go out was never good enough for me because it always came down to her feeling scared or like I wasn’t spending enough time with them. I wanted a concrete reason like I mow the lawn, or do something else then I can leave, and not just make her feel better. That just didn’t make any sense to me. I could always argue my way into or out of anything. Do you know what I mean? Have you ever had that feeling of “stay calm, stay rational?”

MC: I was extremely self-centered and egotistical in the way of thinking I was right and everyone else was stupid. This was especially more so with the women in my life—my mom and sister.

B: You expressed stuff more so toward them?

MC: Yeah definitely. Part of the reason is that my father wasn’t really around and my brothers was off in college. So there wasn’t as much opportunity with them. But I still felt the hierarchy that my dad was on top of and the attitude that these were women and I’m a man. My mom had been exposed to this attitude all her life. The men in her life looked down on her, called her stupid and that kind of thing, even my father. I was playing out that cycle. When I was a seven and my mother was 33. I was acting like I was better than her, making her know that and making her feel like shit. Most of the arguments I had were with my mom. I felt be different from yours?

- Questions on Sex:
- Define Sex?
- How many kinds of sex are there?
- What are other possible definitions of sex?
- Define Rape?
- Define Sexual Assault/ Abuse?
- Is there a difference? If yes, what?
- Do you think your definitions of sex and sexual assault/abuse are learned? If yes, where did you learn them from? If no, how did you come up with these definitions?
- Are there ways to violate your partner that aren’t included in your definitions of rape and assault/abuse? Name some of these ways.
- How do you feel about sex? Are you comfortable talking about it with others? What is it like for you when you see sex on the TV or in movies?
- Who initiates most of the sex you have—you or your partner? Why?
- What are some of the things you really like, when having sex like Oral sex, etc.
- Name at least 3 ways to pay attention to your partners body language during sex.
- Can you think of a time when you had sex but weren’t sure if you or your partner wanted to or meant to?
- How do you know when you want to have sex?
- Were you ever forced/coerced to have sex or seduced by someone? How did you feel about it? Was there anyone you could talk to with who would help you?
- Do you know someone who has been sexually abused? How did you react when you found out? Do you know any skills in how to be an ally to abuse survivors?
- Name 3 things you can do if someone you know was raped?
- Have any of your closest friends been accussed of rape? How did you feel? Did it change your relationship? If yes, in what ways?
- What are 3 things you can do if a friend of yours is accused of rape?
- How much do you and your partner communicate during sex? How does it feel?
- Do you practice safer sex? Why or Why not?
- Name one person, if any, who you’ve been in an intimate relationship with who was physically stronger than you. Was the difference noticeable? How did you feel?
- If you haven’t, how does the idea of being in a relationship with someone physically stronger than you feel?

Questions on Sexuality:
- Are you Queer?
- If not, how do you feel about people who are Queer?
Questions on Socialization

- At what point did you recognize that you were not a girl but a boy?
- What factors influenced your gender identity? Were there any role models or family members that helped shape your understanding?
- Before puberty, what did you do to cope with the physical changes? Did you feel comfortable with your body?
- What were your thoughts about your body compared to others? Did you feel equal in terms of body image?
- Do you believe in the concept of gender neutrality, and if so, how does it apply to your view of gender identity?
- How did you perceive your social environment or interactions at school or home during your childhood?
- Who were your closest friends or mentors during this period, and how did they influence your social identity?
- What role did media or popular culture play in shaping your understanding of gender roles?
- How did you navigate social situations involving different gender roles, and what strategies did you use to feel included or comfortable?
- What were your experiences with bullying or discrimination based on your gender identity?
- How did you address these challenges, and what support did you receive from family or friends?
- As you look back on this period, what lessons or insights have you gained about gender identity and socialization?

With me, my parents were really controlling, especially with my schoolwork, and stuff about my race. In all lies, that's how it was. They both came to this country from the Middle East and were raised in the same way. They never wanted to assimilate into American culture. Not only that, they never wanted to assimilate into middle class American culture. So, they pushed me with school to become a lawyer or a doctor. They tried to control what I did, and I resisted, but I never studied. Then they would try to control a lot of my outlook on world. They would tell me that I'm American, and not an Arab. They would tell me to close that part of me off from the rest of the world around me. They knew the political repercussions of being an Arab in this country- all the racism and bigotry, etc. and they didn't want me to have to struggle. So, they would try to make me be only an American. This forced assimilation was part of cycle which they put on me.

Finally, I have begun to recognize and how it manifests itself in me. As well as been hurt, I know that I've hurt a lot of people too. This is the one of the hardest thing for me to recognize and acknowledge. For example, I sexually assaulted my first girlfriend, and that was me, continuing the cycle of violence. She was in a hard knot situation in her life. I had been sexually abused by her parents was from a poor & dysfunctional family, and was locked down on by lots of people around us. We started going out and were both looking to each other to see some sort of escape from our own situations in one way or another, until I sexually assaulted her. I feel so angry with myself every time I think about this.

MM: Me too. That's what I'm constantly racking my brain about. I wake up every morning thinking about the people that I hurt. I don't know how to deal with it. I molested my sister. Part of my abuse was that I had to abuse my sister. A couple weeks ago I made a list of all the people that I could have possibly sexually assaulted or abused- all the way up to my first girlfriend, and all the people that I've slept with. I wonder how they see that now. This includes all the times that I've had sex before I even knew what sex was. Are they married now, thinking about me as this little pervert. That's what my sister thinks. She thinks I'm a perverted, sick, freak. I've gotten so much mail from her that's like, 'you're a pervert, the whole family's fucked.' I have no idea how to deal with that. I don't know if I can forgive myself for that.

MC: There's a long list of people. I've hurt too many different ways. I have a hard time talking...
abusive, but I've been abusive in other ways. This cycle of violence has been taught to me. The pain comes around and I'm not sure how to deal with it. I know what it's like to be really hurt and really scared and I've passed that on. I don't like that.

So I'm doing this work. I'm doing work against sexism and violence. But at the same time I'm scared to talk about the ways that I've abused people. This is really scary because in order for me to be really open and honest I have to reveal some really horrible things I've done, and I feel like people are going to discount the work and the wonderful things I do. I'm afraid that people will call me a hypocrite.

MM: Basil, you were talking about being emotive in a controlling way. What did you mean by that?

B: When I started being called out for being manipulative I went into a process of becoming self critical. I've been working on controlling aggression, violence and sexism fit into my life. I tried to be more sensitive to the people around me but in a way where I felt like I had control over what was going on. I still find this pattern in my life. I have a hard time expressing my feelings in an open way. I have a really hard time letting go in general. This relates to a lot of fear I have of what I'll be like if I let go, who I'll be like, and how people will perceive me. So, when I examine my feelings, sometimes I find that I do it in a precise way, logical and rigid way. One thing I've been working on lately is to try and let go, open up, and feel what it feels like to not be so logical in controlling my emotions.

MM: I think I hit that problem of letting go when I do art. Art is so intimidating to me because it's not logical. How you hold a brush, which way you move it, and how much paint you put on can't be logical. Lying all feels like pure emotion sometimes because it's not out of my control.

MC: Lately, I feel like I've adapted all these new ideas about what's okay for men to do. I have a lot of understanding now about these things, like it being unhealthy for me to hold in my emotions. Now I know that it's a good thing for me and other men to experience and express and let them out of my emotions. But just because I know that doesn't mean I do it. I still get frustrated if there are guys around I'm not going to cry. I'm constantly looking around to see who's there. There are certain people who I talk to about personal things, but it takes me a long time to move a group of guys. For example, I've been talking with you girls for a little while now about personal things, but how personal do I get? How intensely do you know me? Do I speak from my heart or am I speaking from experiences that I had? I'm insecure, how much? Am I insecure, how much of an insecure man I feel right now?

B: I have a great story. Today when I saw you at school you asked me how I was doing, and I said I was doing well because I was having a hard time earlier. I was just having a hard time when I saw you but I said I was doing in a way that was logical and disconnected from how I was actually doing. I didn't allow myself to really express my feelings. I presented myself like I was in control. I have an easier time expressing myself with the women in my life, but no matter how vulnerable or against sexism you guys or other men are in my life are. I have a hard time letting go and being open. There's always a disclaimer at the end of a feeling when I do with guys. I especially have a hard time trusting men who don't openly acknowledge that there is sexism. It doesn't have to be in the same "men
against sexism language using words like perpetrator and cycle of violence but it has to be some acknowledgment that there is a problem and an attempt to deal with it.

MM: I've never cried to another boy. Maybe with my dad once, but I was way out on the edge, feeling like I was about to go crazy when that happened. But I've totally cried, gotten shaky and out of control with women.

MC: This is a little different, but I felt a freedom when I first came upon feminism, because I felt a comradeship. I felt like men had abused me in my life. Not necessarily child abuse but even trying to live up to being a man. Being teased and picked on and the subtle things of me not feeling like a man. Feeling abuses by the media images of roles of leaders and those things. When I came to feminism I realized that I'm not crazy and that things are fucked up. I started hating all men for a good while. Then came upon the realization that I'm still male. Now I hate myself too. Part of this may sound unhealthy and self-hating but there are parts of me that I shouldn't accept. I have abused others. I don't think I should like those parts. I shouldn't hate them but I should put them in a context of what I grew up with and what I did. I can't change my past but I'm still responsible to make sure I don't make these mistakes again and that I give my best effort to help prevent others from being abused and from abusing other people. The major work I see is with men. It's a really difficult task because I was real resistant to admit that I was wrong. I'm still resistant to saying that I am part of the problem. Masculinity, for me, was wrapped up in ego. I was taught to be right and in control. I know that in order to make a better world I have to forego the whole thing. I had to change absolutely everything I was taught. That's difficult.

B: Which brings us back to this zine. The whole reason I wanted to put together this zine is to talk about processes of men ending sexism and my process. How I was raised as aggressive and how I didn't have the skills to deal with my emotions. I not only didn't have the skills to deal with my emotions, I didn't have the skills to acknowledge my emotions, or to take care of myself, to take care of other people. I wanted to talk about those things and how feminism totally confirmed the shit out of me. How I embraced that confrontation because while I was being confronted, it was the only place where I could see people publicly saying "things are fucked up," and saying it because they cared about themselves and me. I realized that my pain was real and I'm not alone, and that I could do something about it. Now I do all this men's work. I do all this activism against sexism and domestic violence. I'm trying to put together this zine and try to talk to people. And it's coming out of this intense feeling of responsibility.
Without previous knowledge, at first glance it would be difficult to see what is so unique and special about each of these gentleman.

However, it doesn’t take a genius to see that...

I will be proud to be a man.
I will not let the far right define what’s right.
I’m gonna relate to people instead of be reactive.
I will be more critical of myself and my actions.
I will help people go into high schools and talk about sexism.
I will seek intimacy with men.
I will get clear about what sexism is.
I will not let fear of attack deter me in my goal to eliminate sexism.
I will support women in their struggle to choose.
I will be an ally to both men and women to end sexism.
I will work to demolish my insecurities around men and women.
I will give up my neediness of women and listen to them more.
I will endeavor to confront male sexism.
Men Have the Choice to:

- Men have the choice to Treat both women and men with respect due an equal.

- Men have the choice to Mentor and educate other males on these issues.

- Men have the choice to Play an Active Role in stopping sexual violence, harassment, and abuse.

- Men have the choice to Not make assumptions about women regardless of their dress, or actions.

- Men have the choice to Hear and accept "NO" from their partner.

- Men have the choice to Stop violence within their families and to encourage men's participation in understanding it's roots.

- Men have the choice to Develop healthy relationships with both men and women and to carry this over to how we deal with the world as a whole.

- Men have the choice to Accept a balance of both their feminine and masculine qualities.

These Men Are Sexy.
Fat is just a big joke. These guys aren’t to be taken seriously.

Standing Up to Say “No More”:
Steps Toward A Rape-Free Culture

We live in a rape culture. Statistics represent real people, and it’s most likely that people we all know have been affected by this tragedy. Rape, including all forms of sexual harassment, abuse and assault is serious and we must all take steps in our life to promote a rape-free culture. The following is a list of some steps we can take:

- Talk about sex
- Discuss your expectations
- Take "no" for an answer
- Recognize and share your feelings
- Respect other’s feelings
- Ask others what makes them feel unsafe
- Give women space
- Encourage women’s efforts to empower themselves
- Develop full relationships with both men and women
- Confront woman-hating attitudes in ourselves and others
- Recognize and interrupt sexual assault
- Stop pretending submission is consent
- Support anti-rape organizations
- Stop withdrawing emotionally
- Stop telling sexist jokes
- Be critical of pornography
- Stop being violent

Don’t want to be a fat man, people would think that I was just good fun.
Would rather be a thin man.
I am so glad to go on being one.
Too much to carry around with you.
No chance of finding a woman who will love you in the morning and all the night time too.

Don’t want to be a fat man, have not the patience to ignore all that.
Hate to admit to myself half of my problems came from being fat.
Won’t waste my fate feeling sorry for him.
I went the other side to being thin.
Roll us both down a mountain
and I’m sure the fat man would win.
Coalition Building

In compiling the writing for this zine, I've noticed that there isn't much mention of race and how issues of racism tie into sexism. Being an Arab-American, middle class man, I deal with racism constantly in my life and cannot separate this from my anti-sexist or anti-classist work. I understand that I can't be a man against sexism if I'm not against racism too, because working in the struggle against one form of oppression I must also work to end all oppression. Just like I can't be anti-racist without working with struggles against sexism, classism or homophobia. With breaking the silences around one form of oppression, I need to work toward ending all oppressive silences. Otherwise, I disrespect myself and the work I do by being disrespectful to oppressed peoples everywhere.

The concepts of building coalitions are really important to me. I believe that in struggles to end oppression, groups working with different issues need to work together and we need to be respectful, supportive and critical of each others work. Personally, I need to be accountable for my actions that hurt others and play out oppressive cycles, as well as I need to work with other people who are also accountable of their actions. Because these struggles are bigger than all of us, and we need to work together. People and groups working together is imperative in ending oppression.

With this said, I look at this zine. I wonder how the ideas in here will sit with people of many communities. I know that the issues of my socialization as an Arab-American man are different than a friend who's European-American. I know that issues of manhood in many different black communities will be different than mine. I know, however, that sexism, in it's many different forms falls into all these communities, and we need to find our own ways to address these issues and to challenge and transform ourselves and our communities.

Mens Issues of Body Image

Matthew Campbell

Eating disorders are somewhat of a luxury. It seems easy to view over-eating as a luxury resulting from abundance, but not so easy to identify the self-deprecating disorders of anorexia and bulimia as luxuries. I don't mean to undermine the torture eating disorders people suffer by arguing the luxury of it. I'm questioning where eating disorders fit into Maslow's hierarchy of needs. The obvious question is, why do people choose to starve themselves? Maybe we talk about humans being motivated by a striving to fulfill particular needs. So the next question becomes what need are people attempting to fulfill through eating disorders?

This is a broad subject and I'll begin to narrow it down by exploring the not so prominently explored area of males with eating disorders. A woman's problem you say? Out of ten people diagnosed with eating disorders is male. I suggest that the myth of eating disorders as women's issues has prevented many men from admitting they have a problem, seeking treatment, and thus from being counted in the statistics. Men do have anorexia, bulimia, and overeating problems and I plan to address the whys and hows.

It is often a frustrating process attempting to understand psychological disorders through researching studies and texts which appear in the official and scholarly journals. Many of the articles I've found during this research were detrimental to women who are at risk for eating disorders by examining different and obscure facets of biological makeup. That's great and all and can be helpful, but it leads me to think if we have eating disorders because we feel about our condition and what they think cause it. So I've talked with men about body image and draw on my own experiences for this paper.

To the task of narrowing again. Eating disorders come in all shapes and sizes. The focus here is eating disorders which are spawned or affected by body image perception as well as other ways which men deal with body image. Overeating, by ISW, doesn't appear to be connected to body image issues, but there may be some connections which will be explored. Other disorders like difficulty or inability to swallow will not be addressed here.

I've often heard that "rigid individualism" is an American value. Try being a true individual and see what an American really think. Self-contained sufficiency is a more accurate value in America, not individualism. In this society, those values are applied to men. An independent, individualistic woman is somewhat frowned upon still today. Manliness is measured by a man's ability to conform to the idea of masculinity. Some of these ideals are strength, competence, control, and self-sufficiency. Independent thinking and behavior is "appropriate" for men as long as it upholds the rigid ideals of masculinity; heterosexuality, hard work, and dominance over anything that it not male or that which threatens maleness.

There is a definite physical component to masculinity. Small, skinny guys are "pipsqueaks." Muscular men embody hard work, ability dominate, and sexual vitality (the ability to attract women). For men represent femininity and possibility a lack of self-esteem. These are a few meanings American culture associates to body image. In some Latin American cultures larger bodies are seen as square masculinity because they are culturally associated with wealth and affluence. Just as some bothersome to live up to culturally dictated masculine behavior, some men strive to live up to culturally dictated masculine body image. The ideal masculine body image in America looks something like this:

It is not common for advertising and other forms of popular media to display out of shape, overweight men.
A (Pro) Feminist Men’s Movement

by [Name]

Lately, in working on sexism within my life and my community, I’ve been dealing with two groups of men. These groups are 1) men who actively work against sexism, and 2) men who, while acknowledging that sexism is wrong, generally avoid confronting it.” I belong to the first group.

I began organizing men’s support and discussion groups almost 3 years ago, in an attempt to create a support system for me and the men around me. I wanted a space for us to deal with our sexism in a non-judgemental way, under the preface that we are all sexist men trying to work through it. I started writing articles about my life, my work on sexism and men’s roles in particular. Through my writing, I wanted, both, a connection with other men dealing with similar issues, and a public space to be open about men’s issues for all men to have access to.

Through my work on sexism, I began to find other men who were dealing with similar roles (i.e. mythopoetic, father’s rights, religious men’s movements, etc.). I understand that there are so many men who are questioning their present roles in society and are working to change these roles. I also understand that I need a focus with the men’s groups I participate with and, more specifically, with the personal work I do. I understand that this focus needs to come from, and to support, where I learned to question my role as a sexist man – this place being feminism.

When beginning to write this article, my friend Erika and I were brainstorming ideas when she asked me to define what I mean by “a pro-feminist men’s movement.” I rummaged over my words and came up with “a movement of men who are working toward ending sexism with a feminist basis.” She then asked a more difficult question: “What is a feminist basis?”

Talking about this question over and over again, I understood that feminism is defined differently by many women who consider themselves feminists. Finally, I came up with a rough definition of what I mean by a feminist basis.

A feminist basis for a men’s movement is both a pro-woman and anti-patriarchy movement that looks at power dynamics between men and women, where men 1. realize their place in the patriarchy and challenge this position, 2. listen to what women have to say (I mean really listen), and 3. realize that the patriarchy was put in place by men and needs men and women to work together to take it out of place.

Men need to understand that getting together to talk about our emotions and feelings is very important and we need to challenge the roles we were placed under as men, but that we need to do this in a way that is encouraging for and not alienating to women. A feminist basis for a men’s movement is unlike other men’s movements that are so pro-men that they become anti-women again (therefore reinstating the patriarchy). It is like feminism, which gives women the chance to speak and define who they are while supporting women to do this.

A pro-feminist men’s movement is a group of guys who want to work on ourselves (encourage our emotions and closeness with other men) and actively challenge the patriarchy (and ways in which society’s rules oppress women and hurt men), and do this in a way that is encouraging and supportive of and because of all women (including women of different race, class, and ethnic backgrounds and sexual orientations), because we acknowledge that all forms of oppression are interlocked, we work against sexist oppression as part of working against all oppression, and for our own liberation. A true men’s movement should address the needs and struggles of men from
Men's work
by basil

Matthew Fox, a creation spirituality theologian, in his book The Re-invention of Work, says "There are three types of work: inner work, outer work, and the work you do to bring the two together." These three types of work relate to many facets of life. Inner work is the work we do on ourselves. This type of work can be to increase our self-awareness. Outer work is the work we do with our families, friends, communities, and the people outside of ourselves. The work we do to bring these two together is the link between our inner and outer work.

Another version of these terms inner and outer are our private and public sphere. I've seen many men do work in their public sphere, but leave their private sphere unexplored and falling apart. It is important that we work within our private and public sphere when we do any kind of emotional, physical, or spiritual work. Otherwise we follow the patterns of many hurt men in this society: having good relationships at work and painful, lonely relationships with the people we share our homes with.

Doing men's work is no different. It is important for us to do the work on ourselves as well as go into the community. We can not work effectively at a domestic violence shelter if our inner self is suffering and it getting no attention. Many people who only do the public work without the private work end up projecting their own feelings on the people they are trying to work with.

Men's work is our inner work. This is the process of looking at our lives, healing from our hurts, and nurturing our beauty. This is the process of discarding old coping skills that are no longer relevant to our lives anymore and developing new healthy skills to replace them. This is about knowing ourselves fully and accepting our lives, taking responsibility for our actions and directing our lives where we want to be headed.

Men's work is our outer work. This is the work we do with our friends, family and communities. This is building healthy relationships and healing hurt relationships. This is working with others or donating to community programs that work against violence. This is saying no to sexism around and within us, and trying to challenge sexism in the society we live in. This is learning to understand how sexism connects with and other social issues and working to bridge the gaps between our privilege and oppressions and make these connections in the world around us.

The work of bringing these two worlds, inner and outer, together is about sharing our personal work with others and learning from the work we do in our communities and bringing it back to our own lives. This is the link between ourselves and the rest of the world.

Men's work is important work and it happens to each and every one of us.

...a corresponding body type. The "masculine" ideal that is pushed in thickness whereas for men it is lean and muscular. Overweight men concerned with body image attempt to lose weight and build muscle. The use of steroids by some men displays feelings of insecurity regarding their body size.

Everything I have read reports that gay and bisexual men as having higher incidence of eating disorders and body image problems. Within the gay community body image for men is more emphasized than in the heterosexual community. It has been pretty much accepted that men (straight, bi, gay, others) have a high response to visual stimulation. In the heterosexual world, this is played out by extreme physical standards for women and bodily objectification. The same thing occurs in gay male community with the standards and objectification being placed on men.

Many of the queer men I talk with experience heightened body consciousness. When I think of being with a man, I become more uncomfortable with my body than I have when I have been physically intimate with women.

More men than those who comprise the ten percent of eating disorders struggle with their body image. First of all, men are much less likely to seek help for or admit to eating disorders because it seems very unmasculine to feel insecure with their bodies and have a "woman's problem." Trying to fit into masculinity definitely kept me from talking about my body insecurities for a long time.

So men's eating disorders go unnoticed often and the other ways men cope with negative body image isn't normally seen as problematic. This is the case with athletes and competitive exercisers. With athletes, their achievements can be a way to attain a sense of masculinity. In my experiences of going to gyms, I've seen many men who are insecure with their bodies. They don't talk about it, they just lift more weights. There are very lean and muscular men who buy steroids and supplements because as strong as they way they feel the need to be "bigger and better."

For different men there are different factors which influence their body image issues. Different actors, and sex workers must fit certain standards if they are to be successful (just as it is for women.) Of course larger men have their place in the media but are limited in their roles. They are not usually playing roles of the action hero or the romantic. This influences the men who consumne the media and sends them the messages that compulsive and sexually attractive men are thin and muscular.

Whenever people attempt to modify themselves (whether their behavior, thinking patterns, or physical appearance) is an admission that they are not comfortable or happy with their current self. This is great when they are trying to change negative or destructive things about themselves. There are varying degrees from that of "I'm wanting to lose a few pounds" to an absolute obsession with perfecting the body even if it means dangerous and unhealthy behavior.

To sum it up, men and women are socialized to adhere to certain standards of masculinity and femininity respectively. The more a man feels insecure about his relationship to masculinity, the harder he tries to fit the role. Manipulating the body to fit the lean and strong standards is one of the ways some men attempt to achieve a masculine identity. We are all born with different bodies. Some are closer in the "ideal" than others. There are men who are more comfortable with themselves and their masculinity and therefore comfortable with their bodies. Some men are very insecure and therefore make many and varied attempts to be more masculine. These attempts manifest in many different behaviors which are harmful to themselves and the people around them. Since this paper is about men and body image disorders I've addressed how attempting to live up to "real masculinity" can be harmful to men in the way that it causes painful disillusionment to how we view ourselves and our bodies.

...
Reflections on my Gender

By Chris Dixon

As a man, I have rarely thought about how I came to understand ‘masculinity.’ In fact, dominant images of masculinity have only helped me to ignore how I have been conditioned to accept certain ideas about ‘manhood.’ A while ago, though, I read an article in a class that I was taking that made me think more critically about how my understanding of my gender identity has been shaped. The article was about school as a place where boys learn about what it is to be ‘male.’ It made me think about my experiences in school.

As I searched my history as a student, I realized that, for as long as I can remember, I have been uncomfortable with traditional ideas of ‘normal’ masculinity. For example, I vividly recall that in the game that many of us knew as ‘boys chase girls’ at recess in elementary school, I frequently ran with the girls. I also remember that most of the competitive games at school scared me more than attracting my interest. I dreaded the physical education classes that we had twice a week from first to sixth grade. I simply never ‘measured up’ to the physical prowess of most of the other boys. I see now that the P.E. ritual, in many ways, set and reinforced how we thought of masculinity.

Furthermore, I can grasp in retrospect how my seven-year-old understanding of masculinity came to be tied to heterosexism and homophobia. I remember walking with my best friend Clark at recess, both of us often with our arms around each other in manual affection, until one day his older brother called us “taggets.” Though I had no idea what exactly that label meant, I knew it was bad. There is truly no better example in my mind of the point that heterosexism silencing affects everyone. I was just a child, but my ways of showing affection to other boys (and later, men) were severely limited for years before I was able to critically examine my early conditioning.

In elementary school, I was, by no means, a “gender bender.” Simply put, like many other boys, I was uncomfortable with many of the norms I was expected to fulfill. I didn’t really think of challenging them, though. Fortunately, by eighth grade, still uncomfortable with prevailing ideas of masculinity and hardly “popular,” I found a group of older, eleventh and twelfth-grade friends that accepted me. Tellingly, they were predominantly queer—lesbians and one gay man. To them, gender roles were games to play, not fixed norms. Likewise, sexuality was something to enjoy, not to repress or confine. I remember at this time, filling out surveys for sex education class and others, marking the sexual orientation box “undecided.” That became one of the most liberating ways that I could think of myself.

I think it was my lesbian friends who taught me best that I could be male, non-traditional, and anti-sexist. In a very concrete way, they showed me that women are not passive sexual objects, but subjects capable of self-determination. And they helped me see that I could be a man, yet not feel threatened by their strength, their assertiveness. To this day, most of my best friends are still strong, assertive women.

Even as my supportive group of queer friends graduated, I didn’t forget the lessons that they taught me about my ability to consciously shape my gender and sexual identity. I certainly don’t think that I’ve escaped “masculine” norms—my friends still tell me that I’m being sexist when I am—but I have been and continue to be critical. And I feel more free for it.

Men’s Work*
The work we can do to end sexism in our lives and communities.
I kinda like needles, as long as I'm not at the dentist, not for smack, never done that I'm too sensitive to chemicals for that. No just needles, piercing, drawing and giving blood. I love giving blood. I used to go to the blood bank with my friend Jason and we'd race to finish bleeding off a pint. I liked giving blood. I can't now, they don't take faggot blood. "IF YOU HAVE HAD HOMOSEXUAL CONTACT WITH A MALE SINCE 1977, YOU ARE AT HIGH RISK."

Fuck you. My dad raped, and used slave brothels in Vietnam, and my mom never touched a condom. That's why I'm at risk.

'I pulled out the gun I never ever had pulled back the hammer and I shot my fuckin' dad I saved my life that day I think I saved my life

Coasting into Safeway He put his foot down, The van obeyed And stopped what it was doing When he didn't get out I got nervous When he said "We need to have a talk."

I got scared It meant I was in trouble "What do you know about sex son?"

What the fuck does that mean?
When I had to suck your dick
And when you shot me with your fat fleshy
gun

In my ass
Wasn’t that sex?
What is sex?
Maybe I should’ve shot him with that

**QUESTION**
Instead I shot another hole in my head,
Another hole in my memory,
My whole life.
That’s how I saved my self
By shooting myself in the head
I just forgot

“What do I know about sex? I know enough”
I’d had enough
I’d known too much
Though that didn’t matter

“Well okay”
So we went shopping
We bought flesh
He dealt in flesh
Family and animal
He consumed flesh & memory
He taught me to consume my flesh with
razors
And my memory with holes
I filled them with pain because it was real

I cut holes in my chest
My arm
My inner thighs
No one noticed
I burnt my fingers with incense
Never matches
Burnt matches smell like shit

They have a sting
Because of that thing
My ass did to me
His ass shitting meat
Plugging up the toilet seat
Like a cork
Like his hand on my mouth
Like the door my mom pounded on
The door with out a lock
Screaming

“Mike let me in, Open this door”

**frantic**
There was no lock on that door
That smell, burnt matches
Covering up the smell
Meat shit
Flesh shit
He consumed me
My ass
Plowing
Plowing my ass like his land his field
Private property

Keep out
He has a gun

I never pulled the trigger
Of the gun I Never had
I think I save my life that day
But I never shot my dad

me more likely of being a perpetrator also. I tried to ignore the fact (not) I had sexually assaulted a girlfriend of mine. Blaming the victim was a way that I tried to deal with the shame I felt.

My life didn’t really get off to a great start. As I mentioned, I was abused by men and women when I was younger. At the same time, I’ve had it go right, too. My self-centeredness spurred along my resistance to feminism in the way that I didn’t want to hear about anyone else’s pain. The world owed me. It made me angry when people who were talking about their own problems instead of making mine better. When women talked about men doing this and that, self-centered me took it as a personal attack.

The stereotype of women having more intimate friendships and greater freedom of emotional expression made me envious and jealous. I wanted those things. When women talked about their inequalities, I denied them by responding, “Yeah but at least you have close friends and you can cry.” It was all about me and my pain. I tried to take center stage and have someone feel sorry for me (part of my desire is a legitimate need for my pain to be heard but if I deny or minimize someone else’s pain in the process, it is hurtful self-centeredness). It is very rude to explain to someone that they shouldn’t feel angry or upset because they have this or that advantage. Explaining away the pain is “blaming the victim” again and a way to clear myself of responsibility of the pain I have inflicted. It is also self-centered because listening and being empathetic mean that I share some of that pain and I didn’t want to do that.

Hopefully this has exposed my resistance to feminism and my masogyny a bit. I’m a little more secure with myself today and try not to assume I know another person’s experience. When women talk with me about their pains of growing up and living in a sexist society, I listen. My guilt and shame and insecurity still arise, but I just pay attention to them and put them aside so I can be more empathetic and compassionate. I do not deny my own pain and hopefully I don’t portray women as goddesses and men as devils. The story is more complicated than men are perpetrators and women are victims. Men are suffering greatly in this society also, but it is time for me and other men to stop transferring this suffering to women.

I’ve been tired of my anger and self-centered guilt and fear getting in the way of connecting with women as well as men. My first idea for this paper was to write about men’s resistance to feminism. I chose to write my personal experiences because blaming other men won’t solve anything and attempting to relieve my burden of guilt by writing in third person won’t help me grow. Hiding by telling my story as if it was someone else’s and these dark things I hate about myself need to be revealed and brought into the light. When I ignore uncomfortable aspects of myself, I’m not paying attention to them. When I’m not paying attention to them, they can manifest and hurt others while I’m not looking. Only by being brutally honest about who I am can I stop hurting others and consequently myself.
do to my father or to other boys. Masculinity plays a big part in all of this. From early on! I got a sense of competition of us (men) versus them (women). My Dad used to put down my Mom a lot. He also modeled the cocky arrogance and using sarcasm which I took on. I felt as if I was in alliance with all the men in the world when I put my Mom down. This is about as close to feeling masculine as I had gotten. Being cool and in control and dominant things were expected of me and so I tried to prove my masculinity. I felt less than to most men so I couldn’t attack them and since women were “the weaker sex” I chose them as my target. My Mom and Dad played out the scenario male dominance and cruelty so I felt it was natural for me to claim my dominance by hurting her.

It has been hard for me to define these behaviors as sexist. After all. I have acted like a real asshole to different men in my life and acted as if they were not as good as me the same as I have to women. So why not just say that I was a jerk all around? Because it doesn’t explain why I’ve done this to women much more often than to men. I think some of it comes from my attempts to be masculine. Part of the masculinity I learned emphasized that men were better than women and were supposed to dominate (abuse) them to display this superiority. The less masculine I felt, the greater the need I felt to prove it. Consequently, I acted more cruelly to me mother and sister.

Feminism challenged what little illusions of power and control I had. My position has been that of male white, upper-middle class, raised Christian, able-bodied, seemingly heterosexual, reasonably attractive and thin. What I heard from feminism was that I had a lot of privilege and control. I felt like I was powerless though and feminism was going to take away the little power I had. I’ll address this a little more later.

The guilt part of my resistance to feminism is a tough one to talk about. It is in response to hearing women talk about how badly they have been treated by men and different things they didn’t like about men. It is somewhat of an odd thing when put in context with my misogyny, but I was always close with my friends and really sensitive to their needs. So I heard about the pain and suffering and the inequality they experienced. It made me very sad hearing how they were treated. I even got angry at society or particular boys with them and for them. The thing that hurt the most about being a man was hearing them talk about different things which boys had done to them that I had done to other women.

“All the guys want is sex...” I have heard this one over and over and in such a bitter tone of someone too hurt to feel sad. I always enjoyed non-sexual affection and cared emotional intimacy (even though I knew nothing about it) so I was able to convince myself that “I wasn’t like the other boys.” My female friends always remarked how I was a nice guy and all that stuff and in a lot of ways I really was. In other ways, I was really good at hiding the not so great qualities of myself. Yes I wanted intimacy but I also wanted to have sex with many women. I stared at girls body parts and abused them in my own mind. Not that being sexual and having desire are abusive, but when I turn a girl into a body part, it is.

Blaming the victim is one of the most disgusting and cruel things to me today. Nothing angers me more than a woman who was raped being interrogated by questions like: “What were you wearing?” “How much did you have to drink?” “Why did you go over to his house alone?” They are all questions which attempt to relieve the perpetrator of responsibility. I used to think these same questions. It made me uncomfortable to think that a lot of men were raped (1 out of 3 women is sexually assaulted in her life and each on has a perpetrator) because it made

i had a friend once who was gay. I told my folks about him, so when I told them we were going to go hang out, it triggered a fight that ended up with my blood on my shoes. Drugging all the way back it trickled through the holes in my memory dripping back to the roots dying there leaving a rust brown trail through maze of Swiss cheese memories. Bloody roots. When I try to remember I feel like I’m standing in an empty house with flat colored walls that keep out the past. The door out is terrifying, so I can’t even see it. The windows I can at least see. Not necessary see out, but at least see. Most are like bathroom windows the kind that are frosty, you can see movement but nothing clear. They’re like the kind in my dad’s bedroom bath. Where I first saw a penis other than mine, it was probably his but the the window gets frosty before I can tell. Other have Venetian blinds, like the new green ones that shut the light. Five Points, and all of the people that lived there out of my apartment. To me they were dangerous, drug dealers, helpless faceless victims of misfortune, but above all, black, regardless of their color. To them I think I was a big red brick building with forest green and vanilla trim. Full of rich while people wanting to accumulate enough money to buy their houses, and park our S.U.V.’s in their driveways while we marvel how far our neighborhood has come and how it used to be so “bad”. I used to sit on the roof 22 stories up with a pen lighter. I’d chase the kids hanging out on the corner with that little red dot.

“Man it was so funny seeing those dealers scatter like that.”

funny, huh?

They thought they were gonna get shit at. But me, well my building had a security guard and a security guard. Shit, it was just a joke, but I knew I was safe. That window of memory is relatively clear. But most of the windows in my house of memory I still can’t see, they’re like the door, so devastating I’m not allowed to see them.

This paper was really hard for me to write. Mostly because I don’t really have access to my memory. I remember one birthday before the age of 20. It’s not just the lack of memories that made this so hard. I felt like I had to tell all the fucked up, racist, sexist, classist garbage, that I’ve done in my life. Like I had to confess that I think maybe I sexually assaulted the first girl I ever dated. Like I had to confess to class, to let yall know I shouldn’t be allowed to carry this feminist badge. I also can’t figure out why I feel like I should be confessing to a class and professor I really don’t know, and don’t really trust.
When I was in the sixth grade, I began learning how to be a man. I had just joined the Boy Scouts with a friend from my church, and the troop convinced us that it would be a good experience to spend a week during the summer at Camp Matigwa. We camped out in rustic army tents, started the day with a salute to the American flag, ate meals at the mess hall, learned how to use pocketknives and start fires, and earned merit badges at Camp Matigwa, a place which according to its motto is known as the “Maker of Men”.

My week at Matigwa was an intensive training in the dominant norms of masculinity. Each day was filled with activities that reinforced a macho, heterosexual image of manhood. In the shower room of the pool we compared penis sizes and made fun of the scouts who didn’t yet have pubic hair. Every single one of us had a crush on one of the counselors, a man, because she happened to be the only female counselor in the entire camp. The Counselors-In-Training caught a raccoon, dosed it with gasoline, and laughed as they lit it on fire and watched it run about in flames. In the afternoon, by the man-made lake, we caught frogs and hacked them apart, sometimes to use as bait for fishing and other times just for fun. During rest hour, when we were supposed to write letters to our parents, we passed around the Playboy magazine. My friend smoked pot for the first time one afternoon. The men produced by Camp Matigwa are confident, military, obedient, and they all share common goals to lust after women and to be leaders in their community.

One of the ironies of my involvement in the Boy Scouts is that it was the first place that I learned many skills that I considered to be feminine. In preparation for overnight camps we had to write a menu, go shopping for groceries, and then cook the meals ourselves. I also learned the basics of sewing, because we had to sew badges onto our uniforms and mend equipment that was in need of repair. Yet the attitude behind these activities was not to challenge gender roles and move toward equality, but rather to produce men who were self-reliant and independent, who would be capable of providing leadership (dominating) in any setting.

My training in masculinity continued the next summer when I went to Philmont Scout Ranch in New Mexico and spent ten days backpacking with an all male crew. On the bus trip to Philmont we stopped in Colorado and went on a tour of NORAD Air Force Base, a highly militarized fortress located inside of a mountain, which is where the president of the United States would be protected in the event of nuclear war. These activities reinforced an ideal of manhood that views military service as the epitome of patriotism, asserts that married heterosexuality is the only moral relationship, and teaches men to be leaders in a way that disregards the voices of women and anyone of an inferior rank.

At this time I did not question my involvement with the Boy Scouts and by eighth grade I was the Senior Patrol Leader of my troop. I enjoyed the fullest the time that I spent camping, going on field trips, and doing community service projects with the other scouts. I had advanced through the ranks and was well on my way to becoming an Eagle scout, the highest rank in scouting. My resistance to feminism is that I had been abused by men as a child. In a more abstract way, struggling with my masculinity and being judged by other men helped me hate the whole lot of them. I’m an equal opportunity victim though. Women have abused by women as a child and an adult.

It would be accurate to say that the things people did to me led me to feel anger towards both sexes. However, my resistance to feminism and my misogyny can’t be explained as a result of being hurt by women (men had abused me worse). Self-centeredness, insecurity, and guilt are the starting point of my explanation.

My Mom was the first victim of my insecurity. I had a real lack of self worth and I tried to prove that I was better than someone to make myself feel better. The thing is, hurting people doesn’t really make me feel any better. At around eight years old I began calling my Mom stupid and treating her as an inferior. I was really cocky and would have arguments with her and my sister with cruelty and stubbornness. I did some really mean things to them which I didn’t regret.

* I just got really angry at the word misogynist and the lack of a male counterpart. I mean, I’ve heard women say how odd or something it was that there was no male version, but never really heard much more than that expressed. Misogyny is such a seductive and imperial word compared to its meaning of hatred of women. It is so streamlined it could almost flow by without notice. But man hater, even without the bold (but) conjures up images of violence and aggression in my mind. When I heard the word misogynist, I imagine a mostly harmless guy who is somewhat bitter towards women. Is this a coincidence? Why creates the words anyway?
Riot Grrrl wasn't focused on men, or challenging sexism as much as it was focused on making the space for women to build community and healing relationships. I was deeply inspired by the actions many riot grrrls were taking in their lives and communities, and wanted something similar for me. I wrote a letter in a popular punk magazine where I asked the question "if riot grrrl is for girls, then what is there for boys?" This question lead me on a quest to find something that was healing for men- something that would help me deal with the isolation and alienation I felt as a boy, and the loneliness I felt as a man.

There was a riot grrrl convention being planned for Chicago, by a few of the women I was living with. Many men felt left out because the convention was for women only, called our house to ask why. My roommates at the time, confident that I could answer the question for them, gave many of those calls to me. I decided to host a one day discussion and support group for men who wanted to take part in some events during the riot grrrl convention. This was my first step in taking my self-awareness project into the community I was a part of. Twenty men came, and it was a success. We talked about sex, violence, love, and told many stories of our lives. I felt connected to each of these guys for the first time in my life, at the age of 20, I didn't feel an air of competitiveness between me and the men around me.

Through riot grrrl and feminism I began to learn more about the consequences of sexism and sexual violence. I began to learn that what I had gone through as a man was very normal in this society and that many men around me, in many different communities face the same issues. I took these lessons into my own life and took space in my life to learn about my past and the lessons that I learned while growing up. I also took the space to connect with other men around me, through discussion groups or just for hot chocolate. I began to make close friendships, and learned how to work for healthy relationships. Now, I am forever indebted to riot grrrl and feminism for changing my life in very positive ways. And as I continue to struggle with the ways I was socialized as a man, I have new skills to deal with the challenges in my life and to take my struggles day by day.

scouting.

If it weren't for the influence of two of my friends, the Boy Scouts might have made me into a man who never questioned the dominant norms of masculinity. I was fortunate to become close friends with a boy who was very committed to social justice and environmental activism. He challenged me to do volunteer work without recognition rather than just do "good deeds" in order to earn awards and a higher rank. He also taught me that true leadership was not about taking charge, but about building community and empowering people who are systematically oppressed.

My girlfriend during high school had the most influence on my views about masculinity. She was an outspoken feminist who challenged the militant, sexist attitudes that I was exposed to in the Boy Scouts. She knew personally how such attitudes led to the oppression of women, because her father began abusing his wife after he returned from the Vietnam War. Her father's understanding of masculinity was so sick that he used violence to force his wife and three daughters to cook him meals, clean his house and satisfy his sexual urges. By the time I was in high school I had shifted most of my involvement with the Boy Scouts into environmental activism and volunteer work at an emergency shelter for youth from abusive homes. I also helped my girlfriend challenge homophobia in the public school and defend a school board clause of non-discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. I was deliberately using the organizing skills I had learned in the Boy Scouts to challenge the sexism, homophobia, and violence that is perpetuated by the Boy Scouts.

But by the end of my Junior year I had completed most of the requirements to be an Eagle Scout and was being pressured by my parents, teachers, and scoutmasters to finish my Eagle project so that I could be recognized for earning the highest rank in Scouting. At this point I faced the biggest barrier in my scouting career, and it was not lack of skills, lack of time, or the inability to be a leader—it was my conscience.

I knew that the Boy Scouts had a policy of not awarding Eagle to anyone who was openly gay, and that it wouldn't allow a gay man to be a scoutmaster. For several months I seriously questioned my own sexuality and spoke with my friends and mentors about what I should do. I realized that I needed to "come out" about my sexuality, either as straight, bi, or gay. Although I was fairly certain that on a sexual level I was only attracted to females. I knew that I was emotionally attracted to many of my male friends and open to physical intimacy. I was aware of the tremendous privilege and responsibility I had to choose my identity based on the dictates of my body and my conscience. The only thing I was certain of was that I would not conform to the mainstream standard of heterosexuality.

As a conference for queer youth and supporters I met a gay man who told me about a national group made up of gay Eagle Scouts that was actively challenging the homophobia within the Boy Scouts. He encouraged me to accept the Eagle award, but to challenge the institution at the same time. As a straight man I would have a lot of leverage that could help the Gay Eagles as they pursue legal action to challenge the homophobia of the Boy Scouts. Based on this reasoning I decided to complete the requirements for Eagle, to write a
statement challenging the Boy Scouts, and if they still award me the Eagle rank, I could always turn in my badge at some time in the future when it would serve as a critical statement against the Boy Scouts.

My family was aware of my struggles, and as liberals they could see that the Scouts should be challenged for their exclusive and prejudiced position. However, they did not necessarily agree with my insistence on a radical act of defiance. I agreed to let my family plan the Eagle ceremony if I could have a chance to make a statement before the troop before I accepted the award. In the end, my family was able to understand and appreciate my desire to challenge the institution.

To open the ceremony, we said the Pledge of Allegiance, a lesbian couple who are close family friends performed a ritual to invoke the elements of the four directions. My four closest female friends each brought an object to the stage—representing Fire, Earth, Water, and Air. Then we proceeded through the normal Boy Scout rituals of repeating the Scout Oath and Scout Law while lighting candles. At the point where a member of the community was to speak on my leadership qualities, I asked my mentor in activism to speak on my behalf (he was the only adult I knew who confronted me when I told him I was in the Boy Scouts). He praised me as a co-worker in the struggle for peace, civil rights, and justice and entrusted me with the responsibility of working with existing institutions when they do good and challenging them when they are wrong. Before I read my statement, my grandmother, the matriarch of our family, read a poem that she had written about the Eagle who flies high, has a long range vision, and SCREAMS at what is wrong.

At this point I delivered a three-page statement that I had prepared to thank the troop for honoring me with the eagle award, recognize the many people who helped me with my Eagle project, share some wisdom with younger scouts, and to state my criticisms of scouting before the entire troop. This was the heart of my statement.

Often scouts are confronted with peer pressure that scouting is not cool, is a waste of time, or that the uniforms are really godly. These types of comments didn’t bother me, because I was having too much fun going on hikes outside, building fires, and sleeping under the stars to care what anyone else thought. However, I was confronted by many of my peers who were concerned that the Boy Scouts is a pre-military institution filled with commands and ranks, were angered by the Boy Scouts treatment of homosexual men, and who were aware that women often have a limited role in the scouting experience.

I am the first to stand up for the values and virtues of scouting, but I believe that as an institution, the Boy Scouts must be confronted for the role it plays in fostering hostility and prejudice toward people who are homosexual, especially gay youth and gay men. It is a tragedy that as an institution, the Boy Scouts will not offer its valuable skills and experiences to openly gay youth, and it is also a shame and an act of irresponsibility on the part of the Boy Scouts to perpetuate a myth that gay men are inclined toward pedophilia and are inevitably a threat to youth. This simply is not true, for a statistical breakdown of sexual offenders in Iowa shows that over 90% of child molestation found me at 3 am and dragged me home and attempted to sober me up. I woke up on the first and with my intense hangover I vowed never to touch the stuff again.

I took a leave of absence from my friends, and from everyone around me. I sat in my room all the time, listened to music and wrote in my journal. Around the same time I discovered the straight edge movement. This movement was full of people who considered themselves good because they claimed not to consume anything harmful to their bodies. I was looking for something new at the time because of the new changes in my life. After I got over the original withdrawal from the substances I was taking I started to feel a little more hopeful. So I found some straight edge friends and joined their group.

I thought I was doing something positive. I was turning my life around. I wasn’t a burnout anymore and that was a big step. What I didn’t see was the new social rules I was taking on. In straight edge, just like in many sub-cultures, there are different social rules. There are different rules for what it means to be a man. There are rules about how you speak, and these rules, like the ones from the media are confusing. Once again, I tried to fit in, and couldn’t. I fought in the mosh pit, tried to learn the lyrics to everyone’s favorite straight edge songs, etc. The people I hung out with were really much about being drug-free, and condemned others for not living their chosen lifestyle.

Once again, I passed through a new social group with different rules for the same ways of being. I felt straight-edge and found “emo.” This new group of people brought themselves together in the punk music scene around the fact that we had emotions and weren’t scared to express them. In the emo scene, many of the guys were really repressed sexually and emotionally. Bands would get up on stage and have panic attacks as a stage show. Bands who “lost their shit” the hardest were the most popular. It was a really unhealthy way of dealing with all the angst in most of our lives.

This phase took me in for a long time. I found a way to repress the loneliness I felt from not fitting in for most of my life. I found the emo scene. Again, it was face mask for the emo scene. I was masquerading as emo.

Through emo I found riot grrrl, and ultimately feminism. Riot grrrl was a radical young women’s feminist movement in the punk scene that confronted much of the sexism, violence, and repression that was so prevalent within all facets of punk. Being confronted by many women in my life mocked the care and concern my burnout friends had for me when they forced me to quit drugs. These confrontations made me take a look at my life and see what I was doing with myself. I was woken up to the way I had been socialized as a man in this society, and I was told to look deeply into this socialization to see what I
I've been struggling with my manhood for as long as I can remember. Growing up in this society in this time for men can be difficult. There were many pressures I was learned for not living up to. I wasn't handsome enough. I wasn't strong enough. I wasn't cool, calm, or collected enough. I didn't fit in with most of my male peers, and I thought it was all my fault.

When I was six or seven years old, I started to believe that I wasn't good enough. I was already doubtful of my abilities to perform to keep up with my friends, whether it be knowing all the names of the members of our favorite bands or playing football or soccer. At such a young age, I believed I wasn't "man enough." I started to hate myself, push myself in ways I wouldn't recommend for any child, and think about suicide.

I lived not only under the pressure of my friends, but the pressures of the media, and my family. Society along with my family and friends were controlling. I wasn't given the space within these structures to find myself and explore my natural emotions or other ways of being. I was confined to their expectations, and therefore never felt like I could "measure up."

For a long time, I got down on myself. I tried harder and harder as each year passed to live up to the expectations of everyone around me. I tried to dress the part, act the part, etc., but nothing worked. So I gave up. Finally, I told myself that I would never be good enough. I told myself that I was just a fuck up, and I dropped out. I became a burnout. I used drugs and drank alcohol all the time when I was 14, 15, and 16 years old. I lost many friends and hurt many people because of who I was becoming. I didn't act like I really cared about anything or anyone. I built up a shell around me.

Then I broke down. I was really burnt out on drugs and my life and was increasingly suicidal. While my friend Brad played chicken with a freight train one night, I thought that it wouldn't be a big deal if I died. I convinced myself that night that I wasn't worth living but was too drunk to do anything about it. I hit an all-time low.

My close friends made a pact without me that if I didn't quit the drugs and get my shit together they would abandon me. They decided that they couldn't deal with me, giving up on myself like that, and that they were going to try to do this for me. That was it for me. I thought that I already fucked up with my life. I didn't want to lose my friends.

For my new years resolution, after I turned 16, I decided that I would quit smoking, drinking alcohol and doing all drugs. December 31, 1991 I got so wasted I passed out in a field on the way to my house. My parent's in caused by heterosexual men. The Boy Scouts must always be concerned about the safety and well-being of its members, but this is not achieved by tolerating gay men with lies and hypocrisy. Fortunately, the Mid-Iowa Council adheres to a policy of non-discrimination in the basis of sexual orientation as a condition for its affiliation as a United Way organization. However, further steps must be taken to change the discriminatory, anti-gay practices of the boy scouts and ensure that the Boy Scouts is a place of respect for all people.

For those of you who may be shocked or offended that I have made such a bold and confrontive statement at my Eagle Ceremony, I just want to say that I would collapse with guilt and shame like Schindler did during the Holocaust if I did not stand up for the many friends, family members, and role models of mine who are gay, lesbian, or bisexual. It is wrong that so many beautiful, loving and inspirational people should suffer from the hatred and exclusion of a society that is so ignorant when it comes to respecting the differences of others.

So now, I am reaching out to all of you here today who have been touched, inspired, or moved by my story. I am sharing my experiences with you because I want to make a difference in the lives of others. I want to show you that it is possible to overcome the challenges of life and achieve your dreams.

Committing to making the world a better place.

It was, indeed, quite a shock to many of those present to hear these words coming from my mouth. I could see many of the older scouts, their parents, and the adult leadership of the troop squirming in their seats as I suggested that openly gay youth and gay scoutmasters should be allowed in the Boy Scouts. At the same time I could sense my friends and family cheering me on as I took a stand on my beliefs, with my activist friend and my girlfriend present as my proud supporters.

A few days later I got a letter from the Chief Scout Executive of the Mid-Iowa Council of the Boy Scouts of America, who has been present at the Eagle Ceremony. It said that he disagreed with the statements I made and that it was irresponsible of me to use the Eagle ceremony as pulp for my personal beliefs. But the letter was just a slight afterthought. As far as I know, I am still able to put "Eagle Scout, highest rank in Scouting" on my resume and gain access to one of the most elite and documented all-boy networks in the world.

Almost three years after receiving my Eagle award, I am still grappling with what it meant to be a bi-racial, blue-eyed Anglo-American from an upper-class family who has been brought up with about as much privilege as it is possible to have in this world's hierarchy of oppression. I have spent many years trying to use my privilege for good, but I know that it is still not enough. I know that every day I will be confronted with the injustices of the world and in my mirror I will see my role in perpetuating those injustices. It is my hope to dedicate my life to the struggle for peace and justice, and in doing so to experience the true greatness of the human spirit.
"A Vision of New Masculinity"
by Cooper Thompson

Boys must learn to accept their vulnerability, learn to express a range of emotions such as fear and sadness, and learn to ask for help and support.

Boys must learn to be gentle, nurturing, cooperative and communicative, and in particular, learn non-violent means of resolving conflicts.

Boys must learn to accept those attitudes and behaviors which have traditionally been labelled feminine as necessary for full human development—thereby reducing homophobia and misogyny. This is tantamount to teaching boys to love other boys and girls.

From New Man, New Minds
ed. Franklin Abbot